DMP3: a dynamic multilayer perceptron construction algorithm.
This paper presents DMP3 (Dynamic Multilayer Perceptron 3), a multilayer perceptron (MLP) constructive training method that constructs MLPs by incrementally adding network elements of varying complexity to the network. DMP3 differs from other MLP construction techniques in several important ways, and the motivation for these differences are given. Information gain rather than error minimization is used to guide the growth of the network, which increases the utility of newly added network elements and decreases the likelihood that a premature dead end in the growth of the network will occur. The generalization performance of DMP3 is compared with that of several other well-known machine learning and neural network learning algorithms on nine real world data sets. Simulation results show that DMP3 performs better (on average) than any of the other algorithms on the data sets tested. The main reasons for this result are discussed in detail.